Who's Really Standing Up for NJ's Values?

Bob menendez

Bob Hugin

Instrumental in passing the Affordable Care Act
with President Obama and has stood up to GOP
attempts to repeal the ACA
Authored NJ’s first ever hate crimes bill and is
working to restore and expand the Voting Rights
Act
Reforming our criminal justice system as a
cosponsor of the National Criminal Justice
Commission Act
Endorsed by Planned Parenthood Action Fund
Working to protect DACA while also fighting against
the Trump Administration’s cruel zero-tolerance
immigration policy with the Keep Families
Together Act and the REUNITE Act
Negotiated Wall Street Reform law to protect
taxpayers and homeowners from Wall Street
abuses, and instrumental in the creation of the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Increasing access to higher education with the
America’s College Promise Act, which would
make two years of community college free for all
students
Proudly has an F-rating from the NRA and is
combating gun violence by supporting universal
background checks, banning assault weapons and
high-capacity magazines, and fighting the State
Department’s release of 3D gun blueprints

Donated over $100K to Trump, including $50K
after Trump selected Mike Pence, a notorious
anti-LGBTQ politician, as Vice President
Served as a delegate for Trump at the GOP
convention and later had an official role with
Trump’s transition
Supported both of Trump’s conservative
Supreme Court nominees
Donated $500K to a far-right organization that
successfully recommended Trump cabinet
members Scott Pruitt, Betsy DeVos, and Rick Perry
Worked on Wall Street before joining Big
Pharma, where he doubled the cost of cancer
medication to boost the company’s stock price
Discriminated against the woman trying to join his
all-male club at Princeton University and accused
her of “politically correct fascism”
Threatened that if he found out a member of his
club identified as gay, they “wouldn’t last long”

NJ needs Bob Menendez, a
senator who looks out for all
members of society, not just
the most privileged.

It's never mattered more. Vote for Bob Menendez on Nov. 6.
Find out more!
MenendezforNJ.com

@BobMenendezNJ
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